Dear Mr. Crandall and Ms. Bender:

On December 7, 2017, the East Calhoun Community Organization (ECCO) voted to oppose the request by Ryan Companies to increase the zoning for the south building of the Sons of Norway redevelopment from R4 to R6. This opposition also includes any related exceptions to the zoning ordinance that could be granted by the Planning Commission to increase the maximum height of structures in the Planned Unit Development application process.

In summary, residents of our neighborhood are very concerned with the proposed density of residents that this very large project would bring to the neighborhood. We are already experiencing excessive traffic and street parking and believe that the present R4 designation recognizes this reality. The Minneapolis Plan for Sustainable Growth designates this location to be R4 (four stories). The Uptown Small Area Plan calls for it to be mixed use and to be “carefully integrated into the existing residential fabric by stepping down in scale as they (the buildings) approach existing residential buildings on the side streets.”

The first purpose listed in the Minneapolis Ordinances for zoning (520.30 – Purpose) is “To implement the policies of the comprehensive plan.” What can be the purpose of adopting a city comprehensive plan and a small area plan if they are to be ignored?

Continued
On April 2, 2010, the City Council adopted the Midtown Greenway Rezoning Study, which downzoned 3016 Holmes Avenue from MULTI (split zoning of C3A and OR1) to R4. While we understand that the development of this site is inevitable, we request that the city hold any developer to the current zoning, follow the Uptown Small Area Plan and ensure that there will be a thoughtful transition from the commercial district and commercial corridors into our neighborhood.

We are also very concerned with the physical effect on our neighborhood of having six-story buildings (with the R6 zoning) facing Holmes Avenue and 31st Street. A canyon effect is created on Holmes from Lake to 31st Street, and shadowing studies shown in the Staff Report to the City Planning Commission, Committee of the Whole on October 5, 2017, shows that in the morning the houses on Humboldt from Lake to 31st Street are in the dark. This effect will be bad enough with the four-story construction allowed with the R4 zoning. While we recognize the desire of the City to facilitate new housing construction, we feel developers are excessively targeting this desirable neighborhood such that it will become undesirable.

Parking is another concern for residents of East Calhoun and adjacent neighborhoods. The plan is for the development residents to rent parking located in the basement. This means that many will choose to park for free on the nearby streets, as will their visitors. Next year the City will eliminate parking on Hennepin Avenue from Lake to 31st Street and on the west side of Hennepin from 31st Street to 36th Street. This will cause many persons to seek parking within the East Calhoun neighborhood. Combined with this massive development our neighborhood is being turned into a parking lot.

Traffic has also become a major concern for East Calhoun. The enormous traffic coming in from the west on Lake Street often chooses to go through East Calhoun rather than trying to go through the Hennepin/Lake intersection. The Travel Demand Management Plan conducted by Swing Traffic Solutions says that the 340 new parking stalls will not significantly increase the levels of traffic or the length of cars waiting in line. We find this hard to believe, and note that the study actually says that the eastbound PM queue at Humboldt Ave. and Lake St. will decrease from 392 feet to 351 feet with this development!

We urge you to reject the proposed rezoning and ask Ryan Companies to come back with an alternative proposal that accomplishes the goals of the Uptown Small Area Plan and creates an appropriate transition from high density along Lake Street to residential single family homes and duplexes on 31st Street.

Thank you for hearing our concerns.

Sincerely,

Ralph Knox
President, East Calhoun Community Organization

cc: Tony Barranco, Ryan Companies